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Toliva are a focused AVIT specialist serving the European
Retail, Cinema and Hospitality Industry.
The team perform consulting, designing, building and servicing in all aspects of
today’s digital technology. From standard and experiential Video walls, CCTV
systems to dedicated satellite communications. Red carpet events are a speciality
of the team. We also have a unique view on service and support, ensuring our
customers only pay for support when they need it. We find long, complex
support agreements are not generally necessary.
As a relatively small company we are in a position to give a little more of a
personal touch. Our high end clients prefer an efficient, helpful, dedicated and well
presented service.
The team has significant International experience. This ensures that whether our
customer requirement is a video wall in a large venue in Europe, or a screen swap
in a small remote retail unit, we will be there to repair and resolve the issue.
Having been involved in weird and wonderful projects in curious locations, we
are aware of the logistical hurdles that often need to be accounted for. The
back office team interact with our customers to ensure smooth logistics, timely
installation and sign-off, ensuring we deliver “right first time” for every job.

SERVICES
CCTV
Toliva install and maintain a multitude of CCTV systems,
we can specify and design a system to suit your needs
and budget. We currently service and maintain over
2500 cameras throughout the UK.

For complete digital & audio visual solutions, contact us on:

LARGE FORMAT SCREENS
We have installed thousands of large format LCD
screens throughout the UK and Europe. Our
experience encompasses 75” LCDs in airports,
hundreds of 50” screens nationwide, ultra high bright
screens into store windows. We ensure the best impact
no matter the environmental conditions.

VIDEO WALLS
Toliva have installed Video walls of varying configurations and
complexities throughout the UK and Europe. If it is something
bespoke and unusual or simply straight forward we are only
too happy to help.
We offer different brands and grades of screens to suit budget
and needs along with an appropriate play out device.
Our engineers are experienced in installing video walls,
regardless of the potential logistical hurdles. Working with site
contractors or end users, we ensure our works are carried out
carefully and to the highest standards.

POSTER SCREENS
We have significant experience with Digital Poster style
LCD screens. These screens are great value, robust
with their glass face and come with or without an
inbuilt player depending on the requirement. Currently
we have installed hundreds of these Digital Posters
throughout the UK.
Of course, there are varying sizes 12” to 55”, styles,
indoor and out, floor stand or wall mount.
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